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itizen science can be defined as
“the participation of non-scientists
in the process of gathering, using,
and interpreting data.” The approach
has been around for decades, but it’s
a little surprising that it has not been
employed to much extent in production
agriculture research. Considering
farmers’ vested interests in agricultural
research, they could, and
probably should, be more
frequently involved
in the scientific
process.
Precision
agriculture (PA)
technologies
such as autoguidance
and section
control,
planting
and harvest
monitors, and
variable-rate
input mapping allow
farmers to collect
abundant, high-resolution
data. These data combined with other
site information such as measured or
remotely sensed soil characteristics
and crop imagery collected via
satellites, UAV’s, or canopy sensors
result in multiple layers of on-farm data
that can be explored and modeled as
part of a scientific process.
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The greatest value in data is realized
when the data are aggregated within
communities or networks. Aggregating
data into a database structure allows
end-users of the information to see
previously hidden relationships among
the layers of data. Data aggregation
either among farmers using a common

service provider, or among farmer
clients of multiple dealerships, is a
service currently offered by over 30%
of PA providers according to a recent
survey. Over 80% offer some level of
data support, so an increase in data
aggregation services is a reasonable
expectation for the future.
An example of the power of
aggregated farmer data
can be seen in a simple
hybrid performance
trial. In his
presentation at
InfoAg, Dan
Frieberg
showed an
example of how
a traditional
research
approach
differs from the
aggregated data
approach that his
company, Premier
Crop Services (PCS),
uses. In the traditional
approach, each hybrid yield

Farmer collecting data from field.
was measured from research plots
replicated across 59 locations for a
total of 177 total observations for each
hybrid in the trial. PCS collected much
higher resolution data (observation
recorded every 400 m2) and
aggregated the results across all their
customers resulting in over 300,000
observations for a single hybrid.
The multiple layers of meta-data
available in the aggregated approach
allowed the results to be parsed out
by soil type and crop rotation and still
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“ To fully engage farmers in citizen science, research

must be designed in a manner that satisfies their
“non-scientist” views as well as academic rigor.”

included over 18,000 yield observations for a single
hybrid in a common region.
PCS also places replicated, randomized plots in
specific zones within fields to generate numerous
controlled comparisons. These so-called “Learning
Blocks” allow what were once observational data
to be evaluated in a more rigorous traditional
statistical fashion. This style of merging the
traditional scientific process with the aggregated,
citizen science-based approach bridges “big data”
with “small data” and may well become a significant
part of agronomy’s future.
To fully engage farmers in citizen science, research
must be designed in a manner that satisfies their
“non-scientist” views as well as academic rigor.

The InfoAg Conference returns to the Union
Station in St. Louis. Make plans to attend July
25th - 27th, 2017. For more than 20 years,
InfoAg has been the leading event in precision
agriculture.

Register Today at https://infoag.org
For questions about registration, contact
registrations@infoag.org or call (217) 762-7955.

Studies must work for the benefit of the end
users (multiple stakeholders) and the participants
(farmers and scientists). Academic research tends
to be hypothesis driven and focused on one or
two isolated variables to provide insight for many
individuals. Conversely, a farmer’s view of research
would include multiple factors for maximum realism,
be outcome driven, and be relevant for specific
individuals. Thus, successful citizen science
projects must have evaluation built into the design
to ensure the quality of the scientific data generated
is measureable, but be adaptable as necessary.
Citizen science in production agriculture must be
collaborative, credible, and most importantly, a
continuous learning process.

Conference App
The InfoAg App is now
available.
Be the first on your block
to get the new InfoAg iPhone App. Go
to the iTunes App Store and search for
“InfoAg” or get it through this link.
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